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About This Game

The era of bland, uneventful sims is over. Derail Valley is a train simulator focused on immersion, career gameplay and player
freedom. Operate controls with your own hands, go anywhere, choose jobs and deliver a variety of cargo between industries in a

vast open world!

Shunt or haul dozens of cargo types modeled after a realistic industry chain, spread across 256 km². Use the hard earned money
to unlock licenses, refuel and service locomotives, or even buy new ones! Beware, trains can derail spectacularly if driven

recklessly.

Derail Valley is developed by a small team, with full VR and nonVR support and represents a major upgrade to the award-
winning 2016 prototype.
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Title: Derail Valley
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Altfuture
Publisher:
Altfuture
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 64-bit

Processor: Intel i5-7500 or equivalent, SSE4 support

Memory: 12 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 760 (VR: GTX 1070)

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Best experienced in VR (Vive, Rift, WMR)

English
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Love this game! I love those games that are so cheap and have you put in their own mini world and story its hard to explaine but
this game has done a very great job and shooting enemies in this game is so satisfying! The only downer that I saw personally
was the bad voice acting. It's obvious that someone just recorded their voice, thi goes for the main character only but the robot
that you come across that guides you doesnt have this problem. Well and all a very good game!. Got my brain a bit of a workout,
hade to cheat one time (i suck at english) so i like to say its ok game. The story did not give me alot of exitement and it was a bit
boring but the puzzles was nice. The ending wtf!? xD i like to give revenge.. I'd play the hell out of this game, if the servers
weren't so damn broken. Can barely join or have any of my friends join my online matches.. Ignite is arcade racing game with
outdated graphics, FPS are dropping as hell, it lacks 1440p support, it's relatively easy (but you need to fight for your position
quiet hard sometimes) and it's fun. Fun! What else do you need from a game for 10 \u20ac?. At last I'm done with this game, it
was tough and complicated, because it takes a lot of effort to master it so I can hang the ball on the nail. I love turning that awful
mix match of colors into a nice dull Grey
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I played this game quite a while ago, didn't enjoy it. They just hit the 1.0 release so I jumped back in, so much better. It runs
great, the story mode helps you learn. I am damn hooked!. good game, but low pop on the US servers, i might just be playing at
the wrong times lol, but most of the pop is in EU
. Strawberry Vinegar is a very short and sweet yuri VN.

Yet another sweet novel from ebi-hime, it's really cute and has a fun a story about two girls, one of which is a demon who is
always hungry. It's very lighthearted and can be completed in one sitting. You will get to see a growing friendship, silly parents
and their relationship, a lot of different food, funny and cute moments.

- Pretty visuals.
- Fun characters.
- Interesting story.
- A LOT of delicious looking food CG's.
- Sweet yuri elements, don't expect some lewd stuff here.
- Multiple endings.

Highly recommend if you're looking for a lighthearted read with a cute story and pretty visuals, or simply enjoy novels made by
ebi-hime.. Sanctum 2: Road to Elysion, great DLC. I loved that they added a new playable character. I hope to see them
continue that trend if we get Sanctum 3 some day, the more playable characters the better in my opinion.. The whole USA with
friend !
Love it <3
. What? This is just more Yu-Gi-Oh looking armor, swimwear for babes, and miscellaneous crap. Why?. Pros
Good modelling
Features standard scenarios
More than one livery
Good texturing

Cons
Garbage sounds
No passenger view
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19
Lack of functionality
Wrong cab

AFTER TRAIN SIM DESIGNS MODS

Pros
Good modelling
More than one livery
Features standard scenarios
Good sounds
Greyhound MBS
Good texturing
Correct cab

Cons
No passenger view
Lack of functionality
Scenarios for one of the worst routes in TS19

Overral
4\/10

Good to have some slam doors in TS, but not at this quality. Buy it in a sale and get some freeware mods for it.
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New Version 18.05.16:

Hello, we’ve just uploaded a new version of the game, 18.05.16 to itch and Steam. Unfortunately, this version is not compatible
with older saves.

Changes:. New version 18.09.03:

Hello, we’ve just pushed a new version to Steam and itch, 18.09.03. This version is **not compatible** with previous saves.

We’re just two months away now from leaving Early Access, so you may not hear from us for a while as we batten down the
hatches and work hard on tying up loose ends and fixing various bugs before release.

We’ve added two major feature sets: magic redesign and steamworks mod support.

Magic Redesign. New Version 18.11.21:
I just pushed a new version to Steam and itch.io which fixes some crashes, some of which were caused by the previous update.

Changes

 Tweak: Add grain to the list of resources that can be blacklisted from a stockpile.

 Crash: fix common crash caused by dwarfs trying to get resources that are already in their inventories. (This was caused
by the changes to the way stockpiles are managed.)

 Crash: fix rare crash during world generation.

 Crash: fix rare crash when 3D primitive drawer overwrites bounds of cached perlin noise texture.

 Crash: fix rare crash when graphics device is disposed as the sky is being generated.

 Crash: break up the code for rendering the world preview in the world generator so that if crashes occur there in the
future error messages are more helpful for debugging.

 Crash: hopefully fix weird crash while pushing participants that are gambling (crash still poorly understood and can't
reproduce).

 Bug: fix the gambling pot getting loaded twice from a save file.

. Version 18.10.01:
Hi all, we just pushed a new version 18.10.01. This version is (hopefully) compatible with previous saves, but your mileage may
vary with older saves at this point. As usual we made some bug fixes and added a couple of new features. This is the last version
before feature freeze. What that means is from now on we will not be adding new features until well after release, and instead
will be focusing on critical bugfixes and balance tweaks (and a bit of tutorial cleanup).

Hell. New Version 18.12.21:
Hello everyone, I’ve just pushed version 18.12.21 to Steam and itch.io. This version fixes two critical bugs that were making it
impossible to build certain items, specifically beds and anvils. It is compatible with previous version of DwarfCorp.

Project Status Update

You may be wondering where we’ve been lately, and why it took a month to fix those two bugs. We were supposed to leave
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Early Access on Halloween 2018, and only had enough funding to keep us going until then. On October 30th we got an
opportunity to promote the game through the Massachusetts Digital Institute. After meeting with representatives from that
group, we decided to change our release date to around February 1st 2019. As a result, we had to close out our contracts with
remote developers, leaving just myself (a programmer) and my partner, who is an artist.

So at the moment I’m taking a break from game development and bug fixing; because (1) my day job has been keeping me very
busy lately, (2) I’m pretty burnt out after working on the game in my free time for the past 7 years, and (3) because what little
time I have been able to devote to the game I’ve spent on getting materials ready for this marketing push (blog posts, interviews,
videos, etc.). However, I do plan to return to development after the winter holidays in mid to late January to fix any outstanding
bugs that need to be fixed before release.

Changelog

Fix bug that was causing 3D objects (bookshelves, beds) to be unbuildable due to colliding with themselves. This was
caused by optimizations to the collision system in the last update.
Fix a bug that was causing some objects to be unbuildable due to the dwarf cancelling picking up the resources. This was
caused by a redesign of the stockpile system in the last update.

. New version 19.03.04:

Hi all, we’ve pushed a new version to Steam and itch. This version should be compatible with older version. This version fixes
some critical bugs, and adds some instrumentation to help us track down the root cause more crashes in the future. As we’ve
been holding off on new features the crashes we’re finding are getting more and more rare, and are harder to reproduce.

Changes

Optimizations to the way dwarfs sense enemies. This should result in a slight performance boost.
Add instrumentation and null checks while generating new worlds. (This is an attempt to find the root cause of a
common crash that hasn’t yet been fixed.)
Fix crash while adventuring dwarfs are attempting to eat.
Introduce an “invalid resource” that will be generated when a resource doesn’t exist in the game’s library (like a
particular kind of dirt, ore, etc.) rather than crashing the game. This will “fix” a few common crashes, but doesn’t
address their root cause (which we haven’t discovered yet).
Clear out bad textures from the texture cache whenever the graphics device gets reset.
Fix minor exploit which allows the player to build at the top layer or on bedrock by holding ALT and using the scroll
wheel.
Fix more rare crashes during world generation.
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